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摘  要 
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航空维修企业也越来越倚重于 ERP 的成功应用，但大多 ERP 均为制造业
业而开发，航空维修企业不能简单地移植而需按自身运营模式定制。本文研究



















The modern operations management theories mainly were developed under the 
circumstances of manufacturing industry, this article studied if the modern 
operations management theories can be applied to aviation MRO completely, if not, 
what different managing theories should be followed by aviation MRO. 
The operations systems of MRO is consistent with general manufacturing 
industry in greater extend however are different in few aspects in next level when 
involves in business processes. Both shared the common, such as Sales & Marketing, 
Contract Management, Logistics etc. some are unique for manufacturing industry, i.e. 
Research & Develop, Products Design. For the rest, both are common but operated 
differently which includes design of production line or maintenance line and 
managing methods, quality control and design requirement towards ERP etc. further, 
the assessment method to operational excellence is different. This thesis researched 
that uniqueness of aviation MRO, and how it should be managed differently both in 
theories and practices. 
In greater details, flow lines which have been promoted by Lean Production, 
were wildly chose in manufacturing industry, however aviation MRO has many 
processes that is not applicable to manufacturing industry, time needed are variable 
at these additional processes hence products can’t flow smoothly at a certain drum 
bits which is mandatory for a Lean flow line, therefore, much less efficient then the 
expectation. This article studied that how aviation MRO can implement the 
substantial core value of Lean Production which is to reduce or eliminate wastes 
from production line, choose the most appropriate layout. 
With a solution of layout been identified, due to the uneven loading and 
unstable labor hours needed, the next question managers facing with is that how 
mach productive resources should be allocated for a production line. hours needed to 
repair a certain component can’t be projected, however, decision can’t be made 
based on subjective hypotheses but reliable analysis built on data, this article tend to 















to assist decision maker to reach an accurate productive resources plan  
For manufacturing industry, judging if efficiency of an operational flow line 
has been improved can be established by if its TAKT time has been reduced, 
however, the same method is not appropriate for aviation MRO, what aviation MRO 
should look into a set of KPI includes Turn-Around-Time, output, labor efficiency 
and labor utilization etc, a correction conclusion can only be reached after 
consolidating all these performances indexes. 
Aviation MRO became more relied on a successful application of ERP, but 
most of the ERPs were developed for manufacturing industry that aviation MRO 
can’t simply introduce but to design specifically, this article studied how should an 
ERP should be designed differently for aviation MRO based on the unique 
requirements from Engineering department, Production and Quality Department. 
To summarize, there are substantial differences in between the operations 
management of manufacturing industries versus aviation MRO, managers of 
aviation MRO must develop different managerial theories or methodologies based 
on its unique characteristics.  
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第一章  绪论 
 1
第一章  绪论 
第一节   研究背景 
在 James P. Womack 和 Daniel T. Jones 于 1996 所著的《精益思想》一书中，




































































































第二章  航空维修企业的运营系统分析 
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